EDITORIAL FOCUS

Human Biology publishes original scientific articles, brief communications, letters to the editor, and review articles on the general topic of biological anthropology. Our main focus is understanding human biological variation and human evolution through a broad range of approaches.

Human Biology is the official publication of the American Association of Anthropological Genetics (AAAG) (http://anthgen.org), an educational and scientific organization founded in 1994. AAAG aims to promote the study of anthropological genetics, as this field is broadly defined, to facilitate communication between individuals engaged in the study of anthropological genetics and to foster cooperation among anthropological geneticists.

We encourage investigators to submit any study on human biological diversity presented from an evolutionary or anthropological perspective. Priority will be given to interdisciplinary studies that seek to better explain the interaction between cultural processes and biological processes in our evolution. Methodological papers are also encouraged. Any computational approach intended to summarize cultural variation is encouraged. Studies that are essentially descriptive or concern only a limited geographic area are acceptable only when they have a wider relevance to understanding human biological variation.

Manuscripts may cover any of the following disciplines, once the anthropological focus is apparent: quantitative, evolutionary, and population genetics; ancient DNA studies; paleogenomics; demographic and genetic epidemiology; and ethical and social implications of human and genomic research.

SUBMITTING A MANUSCRIPT

Manuscripts should be submitted via the Human Biology Digital Commons site, http://digitalcommons.wayne.edu/humanbiology.

AUTHOR SIGNED COPYRIGHT TRANSFER AGREEMENTS

All authors whose papers are accepted will need to sign a copyright transfer agreement. We cannot publish papers without the signed form. Once a paper has been accepted and an issue assigned, it will be copied exactly according to the style of the journal. Each author should therefore have a copy of the final issue, and all units should be clearly marked (%, cm, etc.).

FIGURES AND FIGURE CAPTIONS.

After the tables should be a list of figure captions. Because the figure captions are typeset, they should not be part of the actual illustrations. They should be placed on a separate page as you would the text, that is, double-spaced. You do not have to use a separate page for each caption. Color images are accepted for both the print and online versions of the journal. WSU Press will coordinate payment as necessary. Keys and other internal matters should be listed on the figure, if possible, included in the figure caption.

FIGURES, CHARTS, AND PHOTOS

GENERAL NOTIONS. Never paste images into your Microsoft Word document. All image files should be sent as separate files according to the specifications below. Images obtained from websites or PowerPoint presentations are typically not suitable for reproduction.

PHOTOS. Photographs should be supplied as high-resolution TIFF or JPEG files. Resolution should be approximately 300 dpi at actual printed size (i.e., the size when printed in the journal).

OTHER IMAGES. The ideal format for figures, graphs, and charts is a “vector” format (i.e., Adobe Illustrator, AI or EPS files, or a vector graphics program like Microsoft Word). Files should be sent as separate files according to the specifications below. Images obtained from websites or PowerPoint presentations are typically not suitable for reproduction.
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